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We introdue a general formalism to analyze nuleation phenomena in inhomogeneous media whih
onsiders the inuene of the metastable phase, whih is treated as a heat bath in whih lusters
are embedded, in the dynamis of the nuleation proess. A kineti equation for the evolution of
the probability density of the lusters, taking into aount possible inhomogeneities in the bath,
is derived using mesosopi nonequilibrium thermodynamis. From it, we obtain the nuleation
rate and analyze the role played by the metastable phase in the proess. We disuss in partiular
ondensation and polymer rystallization in a temperature gradient.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nuleation is the initial step in many phase transformations, and thus plays a ruial role in many proesses of
sienti and tehnologial importane
1,2,3,4,5
. Despite many years of intense investigation, it is still a very hallenging
topi due to the inherent diulties assoiated with the nonequilibrium nature of the phenomenon, and to the fat
that the most interesting entity, namely, the embryo of the new phase or nuleus, is a unstable and highly improbable
objet. Due to these diulties, the analysis has been mostly foused on the simplest ase of homogeneous, isothermal
and isotropi nuleation. But the real situation under whih nuleation very often ours does not orrespond to those
onditions. One has to take into aount that the real proess ours in a medium, whih in general has spatial, thermal
or veloity inhomogeneities, and whih in turn may exert a signiant inuene in the proess.
One of the situations in whih this fat beomes more evident is in polymer rystallization. Contrary to the ase of
solidiation of simple substanes, the rystallization of polymers ours over a wide range of temperatures. Moreover,
in realisti situations, the external onditions, espeially those onerning the temperature, may hange with time and
thus alter the proess signiantly. These harateristis make it neessary to study the proess under nonisothermal
and inhomogeneous onditions.
Our aim in this paper is to develop a more realisti model of nuleation and rystallization that onsiders the
possible inuene of the medium. We will fous on the simplest ases in whih the medium may aet the kinetis.
These ases involve the presene of spatial inhomogeneities in the thermodynami properties or in the onditions
under whih nuleation ours; the presene of temperature gradients; and, nally, the inuene of ow and stress in
the nuleation proess, a feature that will be disussed in the aompanying paper (heneforth referred to as Paper
II).
In the ase of homogeneous isotropi nuleation, we an leave spatial dependenies aside sine the proess ours
identially at any point within the system. We an thus fous our desription on the evolution of luster size as
a funtion of external onditions (pressure, temperature, density). Homogeneity thus justies the use of a global
thermodynami approah.
However, when the system is inhomogeneous, the onditions ontrolling ondensation and rystallization vary from
point to point and therefore a loal desription of the proess must be onsidered.
For this purpose, we will divide the whole sample into volume elements small enough so that, within them, temper-
ature, pressure, density, et. may be onsidered homogeneous, but large enough to guarantee that thermodynamis
an still be applied. In terms of length sales, this means that the typial length of the volume element must be muh
smaller than the gradients present at the system and muh larger than any length at the moleular sale.
It is important to remark, that nuleation involves two learly dierent length sales of respetive marosopi
and mesosopi natures. The marosopi sale is the one on whih thermodynami quantities suh as pressure,
temperature, density, et. vary, and these quantities an be onsidered as uniform within eah elementary ell, even
though they may hange along the sample. On the other hand, nuleation ours on a mesosopi sale.
For that reason, mesosopi nonequilibrium thermodynamis (MNET)
6
-
14
beomes the natural framework within
whih analyze the proess. MNET is a powerful, and systemati method to desribe the kinetis of nonequilibrium
proesses ourring on the mesosopi sale. In its present formulation
15
, it onstitutes a generalization of the standard
nonequilibrium thermodynamis, apable of desribing the kinetis of mesosopi entities in terms of arbitrary variables
2of state or degrees of freedom. It has been applied suessfully to many out-of-equilibrium proesses, and also to the
kinetis of homogeneous nuleation
13,16,17
.
The key ingredient in extending the formalism to the present situation (i.e. an inhomogeneous medium) is to
arry out a loal desription resorting to a referene state in whih loal equilibrium
18
is assumed to hold. Starting
from this referene state we use the MNET formalism in order to obtain the Fokker-Plank equation desribing the
dynamis of the nuleation proess in this inhomogeneous medium. The resulting Fokker-Plank equation provides a
omplete desription of the system at the mesosopi level. However, it ontains more information than is aessible
from experiments, performed on a marosopi sale. We then desribe the marosopi evolution of the system using
hydrodynami equations, onstruted by averaging the relevant quantities with the probability density ourring in
the Fokker-Plank equation.
In this way, one obtains the kineti equations governing both nuleation and transport in the system. The formalism
is able to reover some results of the kineti theory, but in a more simple and systemati way, within a nonequilibrium
thermodynamis framework. In partiular, we obtain relaxation equations that an desribe the short-time inertial
regime of the dynamis. However, for nuleation, this short-time regime is usually not relevant, hene we fous our
analysis on a long-time regime where diusion is the dominant mehanism of transport.
For simpliity, we will not onsider angular variables. These an be easily inorporated into our sheme, but their
inlusion ompliates the desription of the proess. For the sake of onreteness, we investigate in detail two inter-
esting ases. In the rst situation, analyzed in the present paper, we derive the kineti equations governing nuleation
in spatially inhomogeneous systems under the presene of a temperature gradient. The seond situation, disussed
separately in Paper II, involves nuleation in a stationary ow, representative of the inuene of stresses or mehanial
proessing. These examples resemble situations of pratial interest. Using the results obtained within our theoretial
framework, we nally disuss their impliations for both ondensation experiments and polymer rystallization
19
.
II. NUCLEATION UNDER SPATIALLY INHOMOGENEOUS NON-ISOTHERMAL CONDITIONS
Consider a nuleation proess taking plae in a non-isothermal situation where the metastable phase, globally at
rest, is subjeted to onditions that reate a stationary temperature prole T (x), where x is the position oordinate.
The presene of spatial inhomogeneities makes it neessary to perform a loal desription in terms of f(n,x,u, t)/N ,
the probability density of nding a luster of n ∈ (n, n + dn) moleules at position x ∈ (x,x + dx), with veloity
u ∈ (u,u + du), at time t. N is the total number of lusters in the system. The whole system is then haraterized
thermodynamially by the loal energy density per luster e(x, t), the entropy density per luster s(x, t), and the
number density
ρ(x, t) = ρm + ρc ≡ ρm +
∫
f(n,x,u, t)dudn, (1)
where ρm is the density of the heat bath, assumed onstant.
Entropy variations of the system, an be expressed in terms of the orresponding loal thermodynami quantities
through the Gibbs equation (see Appendix of Paper II)
δ (ρs) =
δ (ρe)
T
− 1
T
∫
µ(n,x,u, t) δf(n,x,u, t) dudn, (2)
where µ(n,x,u, t) is a generalized hemial potential. Notie that the last term in the previous equation is reminisent
of the orresponding one for a mixture in whih the dierent omponents would be speied by the pair of indies
n and u. The generalized hemial potential an be speied through the use of the Gibbs' entropy postulate. This
formula establishes the onnetion between statistial mehanis and thermodynamis through the denition of the
entropy in terms of a probability distribution funtion, i.e.
ρs = −kB
∫
f ln
f
fleq
dudn+ (ρs)leq , (3)
where fleq and ρsleq are, respetively, the probability distribution and the entropy at loal equilibrium (indiated by
the subsript leq). Variation of this expression yields
δ(ρs) = −kB
∫
δf ln
f
fleq
dudn+ δ(ρs)leq , (4)
3where the variation of the loal equilibrium entropy satises the fundamental equation of thermodynamis
δ(ρs)leq =
1
T
δ(ρe)leq − µleqδρleq, (5)
and µleq(x) denotes the loal equilibrium hemial potential whih is independent of n and u , but in general will
depend on position. By omparison of the previous equation with the Gibbs equation (2), one obtains the expression
for the generalized hemial potential
µ(n,u,x, t) = kBT ln
f
fleq
+ µleq(x), (6)
essentially the hemial potential for a speies identied by the indies n and u.
At loal equilibrium, the system, viewed as a gas of lusters in the metastable phase, is desribed at eah position
by an equilibrium distribution funtion of the internal variables (i.e veloities and sizes) in whih the temperature
is that at x. Consequently, the loal equilibrium distribution is just the probability of ourrene of an equilibrium
utuation represented by a luster of n partiles and veloity u20
fleq(n,u,x, t) = exp
(
µleq − C(n,u)
kBT
)
. (7)
The quantityC(n,u) denotes the free energy ost of formation of a luster of size n, veloity u and massm(n) = m1n,
and is given by
C(n,u) = ∆G(n) +
1
2
m(n)u2 , (8)
where ∆G(n) represents the free energy of formation of a luster of size n at rest and the seond term is its kineti
energy. By using the loal equilibrium distribution (7), the hemial potential an be written as
µ(n,x,u, t) = kBT ln f(n,x,u, t) + C(n,u) , (9)
whih orresponds to that of an ideal system sine interations between lusters have been negleted.
The next step is to formulate the onservation laws governing the evolution of the relevant quantities of the system,
namely the probability density f , the internal energy e(x, t), and the entropy s(x, t). In absene of external fores,
the ontinuity equation for f may in general be written as
∂f
∂t
= −u · ∇f − ∂
∂u
· Ju − ∂Jn
∂n
, (10)
where Jn is the ux of lusters in size spae, and Ju is a new urrent resulting from the interation of the lusters
with the heat bath.
The onservation law for the loal energy density is
6,18
∂ρe
∂t
= −∇ · Jq , (11)
and states that, in the absene of external fores and visous heating eets, the total internal energy of the uid
element at x an only be altered by a heat ux Jq,.
The rate of entropy hange per unit volume an be evaluated by dierentiating the Gibbs equation (2) with respet
to time. Thus
∂ρs
∂t
=
1
T
∂ρe
∂t
− 1
T
∫
µ
∂f
∂t
dndu. (12)
Introduing the energy balane (11) and the ontinuity equation (10), we obtain
∂ρs
∂t
= − 1
T
∇ · Jq
+
1
T
∫ (
u · ∇f + ∂
∂u
· Ju + ∂Jn
∂n
)
dndu. (13)
4Integrating by parts, assuming that the uxes vanish at the boundaries, and introduing Eq. (9) for the hemial
potential leads to the following balane equation for the entropy
∂ρs
∂t
= −∇ · Js + σ , (14)
where the entropy ux Js is given by
Js =
1
T
J
′
q − kB
∫
uf(ln f − 1)dndu−
∫
fu
(∆G(n)−∆H(n))
T
dndu , (15)
and the entropy prodution σ, whih must be positive semidenite aording to the seond law of thermodynamis, is
σ = − 1
T 2
J
′
q · ∇T −
1
T
∫
Ju · ∂µ
∂u
dndu− 1
T
∫
Jn
∂µ
∂n
dndu. (16)
In Eq. (15), ∆H(n) is the enthalpy of an n−luster and J′q is the irreversible heat ux
J
′
q = Jq −
∫
fu
(
∆H(n) +
1
2
m(n)u2
)
dndu , (17)
in whih the integral represents the transport of heat due to the diusion of lusters. In order to obtain the entropy
ux we employed the identity
∫
∇ · (uf) ln f dndu = ∇ ·
(∫
uf(ln f − 1) dndu
)
, (18)
and the thermodynami Gibbs-Helmholtz relation
18
∇
(
∆G(n)
T
)
= −∆H(n)
T 2
∇T , (19)
valid when the system is in mehanial equilibrium.
The entropy prodution an be interpreted as a sum of produts of onjugate fores and uxes
18
. In the present
situation, Eq. (16) allow us to identify the thermodynami fores
− 1
T 2
∇T ,− 1
T
∂µ
∂u
,− 1
T
∂µ
∂n
, (20)
onjugate to the heat ux Jq, veloity ux Ju, and size ux Jn, respetively. Thus it beomes lear that the origin of
the thermodynami fores are the presene of gradients or, in aordane with Eq. (6), variations of the distribution
funtion with respet to its loal equilibrium value.
Now, aording to the tenets of nonequilibrium thermodynamis, we may assume linear relationships between fores
and uxes. Assuming isotropy, whih implies that quantities of dierent tensorial rank are not oupled, and loality
in the internal spae for whih urrents at eah point (n,u) are determined only by the loal properties, one obtains
J
′
q = −
LTT
T 2
∇T −
∫
1
T
LTu · ∂µ
∂u
dndu , (21)
Ju = −LuT
T 2
∇T − 1
T
Luu · ∂µ
∂u
, (22)
Jn = − 1
T
Lnn
∂µ
∂n
, (23)
where by postulate the phenomenologial oeients satisfy the Onsager reiproal relations, e.g.
LTu = −LuT . (24)
5It is useful to rewrite the phenomenologial oeients in a more onvenient way. Dening λ ≡ LTTT 2 as the thermal
ondutivity, Dn ≡ kBLnnf as the diusion oeient in n-spae, and β ≡ mLuufT and ξ ≡ LuTfT as frition oeients,
and using the expression for the hemial potential, Eq. (9), the urrents an be written as follows
J
′
q = −λ∇T +
∫
ξm
(
fu+
kBT
m
∂f
∂u
)
dndu, (25)
Ju = −ξ f
T
∇T − β
(
fu+
kBT
m
∂f
∂u
)
, (26)
Jn = −Dn
(
∂f
∂n
+
1
kBT
∂C
∂n
f
)
. (27)
Introduing these expressions into the ontinuity equation, Eq. (10), we nally obtain the Fokker-Plank equation
∂f
∂t
= −u · ∇f + ∂
∂n
[
Dn
(
∂f
∂n
+
1
kBT
∂C
∂n
f
)]
+
+
∂
∂u
·
[
β
(
fu+
kBT
m
∂f
∂u
)]
+
∂
∂u
·
(
ξ
T
f ∇T
)
, (28)
that governs the evolution of the inhomogeneous density distribution of lusters in a bath having a non-uniform
temperature distribution. The transport oeients β and ξ still remain unspeied. Their identiation must be
arried out through a proper interpretation of the marosopi relaxation equations derived from the Fokker-Plank
equation. We disuss this issue in the next setion.
III. HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION IN SPATIALLY INHOMOGENEOUS SYSTEMS: DIFFUSION
REGIME
The Fokker-Plank equation, Eq. (28), provides the omplete desription of the evolution of the probability dis-
tribution of lusters at mesosopi level. In partiular, it an even desribe inertial regimes at the earlier stages of
the nuleation proess and retains information about the veloity of lusters. However, the proess of equilibration in
veloity spae is usually muh faster than those in size or oordinate spae. After times muh larger than the hara-
teristi time for veloity relaxation, the system enters the diusion and thermal diusion regime where the evolution
is governed by a simpler set of equations. In that regime, we an desribe the system in terms of the moments of the
distribution funtion, whih are related to the hydrodynami elds, namely the redued probability density, dened
as
fc(n,x, t) =
∫
f(n,x,u, t)du , (29)
the veloity in (n,x)-spae
vc(n,x, t) = f
−1
c
∫
ufdu , (30)
and the seond moment
P =
∫
(u− vc)(u− vc)fdu, (31)
whih orresponds to the kineti part of the pressure tensor
18,21,22
.
The evolution equations for these moments follow by taking time derivative of Eqs. (29)-(31) and using the Fokker-
Plank equation (28)
9,14
. The result is the ontinuity equation
6∂fc
∂t
= −∇ · fcvc − ∂
∂n
∫
Jndu , (32)
the equation for the onservation of momentum
fc
dvc
dt
= −∇ · P − βfcvc − ξ
T
fc∇T −
∫
(u− vc) ∂
∂n
Jndu, (33)
and the equation for the evolution of the pressure tensor
d
dt
P = −∇ · Q − 2(P · ∇vc)s − P∇ · vc − 2βP − 2kBT
m
fcβ
−
∫
(u− vc)(u− vc) ∂
∂n
Jndu. (34)
In the previous expressions, Q = ∫ (u − vc)(u − vc)(u − vc)fdv is related with the kineti part of the heat ux, a
supersript s means symmetri part of a tensor, and the total or mobile derivative is dened as
d
dt
≡ ∂
∂t
+ vc · ∇ . (35)
In a similar way, we ould derive the evolution equations for the higher-order moments of the distribution, whih
onstitute a oupled hierarhy of hydrodynami equations
9,14,23
. The losure of the hierarhy an be performed
through time-sale onsiderations
14
.
The momentum onservation law (33) enables us to identify the fores ating on the luster, and the transport
oeients β and ξ. The third term on the right of that equation represents a fore ating on the luster, arising
from the presene of the temperature gradient, and giving rise to the thermophoreti eet or thermophoresis
24
-
27
.
Its origin an be naively understood on mirosopi basis
25
. The luster immersed in a thermal gradient is being hit
by partiles of the host uid. Sine ollisions with partiles from the hot side are stronger than those from the old
side, a net fore driving the partile toward the old side appears. The fore per unit mass on a partile is given by
FT = − ς
m
∇T, (36)
where ς is alled the thermophoreti oeient. By omparison with the third term on the right of Eq. (33) we an
establish the following identiation
ξ = ςT. (37)
The seond term on the right of Eq. (33) an be identied with the hydrodynami fore exerted by the uid on the
luster, with β playing the role of the frition onstant. This quantity establishes the harateristi relaxation time
sale β−1 for the veloity. It an be estimated using Stokes' law, β ≃ 6piηam , whih indiates that its magnitude is very
large for small lusters. Consequently, the disussion of the behavior of the system may be arried out by expanding
the hierarhy of evolution equations for the moments in powers of β−1. This time sale also motivates the separation
of the dynamis into two well-dierentiated regimes: an inertial regime for t ≪ β−1, haraterized by the relaxation
of the variables toward the diusion regime, whih is ahieved when t≫ β−1.
A remarkable feature of our theory is the fat that it provides a simple and omplete framework for aurately
analyzing the dynamis of mesosopi systems, even in inertial regimes at very short times. The set of equations
(32)-(34) whih governs the hydrodynami behavior of the `gas' of lusters, are analogous to that obtained in kineti
theory
21
,
22
. Notie that the ontinuity equation, Eq. (10), has a form similar to the Boltzmann transport equa-
tion, with the ux Ju playing the role of the ollision integral. Therefore, within the framework of nonequilibrium
thermodynamis, our mesosopi theory is able to reprodue the results of kineti theory in a simpler way.
For instane, by retaining subsequent orders in the β−1 expansion of the ontinuity equation, one an sues-
sively reover orretions to the diusion behavior, analogous to the Chapman-Enskog or Burnett orretions of the
Boltzmann equation
9,14
.
The short-time inertial regime is usually not observed in typial experiments, foused on nuleation phenomena
ourring on longer time sales. It is then suient to enter the desription in the diusion regime and to trunate
7the hierarhy of moments at the level of the pressure tensor, thus disarding ontributions from the heat ux and
higher order moments. We shall retain only the lowest order orretion in β−1.
First the evolution equations for the pressure tensor, Eq. (34), and the veloity, Eq. (33), will be disussed within
the diusion regime. The terms appearing in the equation for the pressure tensor (34), involve dierent time sales.
In the diusion regime, i.e. for t ≫ β−1, time derivatives an be negleted when ompared with terms proportional
to β. Notie that, in this sense, the divergene term ∇ · vc is essentially a time derivative (a fat that follows from
mass onservation equation), and aordingly an be negleted. Moreover, veloity relaxation is usually faster than
relaxation in the size-spae. Consequently, we an also neglet the ontribution arising from the urrent Jn. Taking
all these onsiderations into aount, the equation for the pressure tensor then redues to
P = kBT
m
fc1, (38)
whih is that for an ideal gas
6,18
, being 1 the unit tensor. Introduing the value of the pressure tensor into Eq. (33)
for the evolution of the veloity yields
fc
dvc
dt
= −∇ · (D0βfc1)− β ξβ
−1
T
fc∇T − βfcvc −
∫
(u− vc) ∂
∂n
Jndu, (39)
where D0 =
kBT
mβ is the spatial diusion oeient. In the diusion regime we an again safely neglet the time
derivative and the term proportional to Jn. The resulting equation an be written as
JD = fcvc = −∇ (D0fc)− ξβ
−1
T
∇T fc, (40)
whih denes the urrent in the diusion regime. Inserting previous expression into the ontinuity equation (32),
yields
∂fc
∂t
= ∇ · (∇ (D0fc) + ξβ−1∇ lnT fc)− ∂
∂n
∫
Jndu , (41)
where the veloity integral of the urrent in n-spae is
J˜n ≡
∫
Jndu =
∫ (
Dn
kBT
∂C(n)
∂n
f +Dn
∂f
∂n
)
du. (42)
We an reasonably assume that, Dn, the diusion oeient in n-spae is approximately independent of the veloity,
but that in general the drift term
∂C
∂n does depend on u. In fat, from the energy barrier formula, Eq. (8), this drift is
∂C
∂n
=
1
2
m1u
2 +
∂∆G(n)
∂n
. (43)
However, in the diusion regime the system will have ahieved equilibration in veloity spae. Therefore the relation
∫
1
2
mu2fdu =
3
2
kBTfc , (44)
reminisent of the energy equipartition, holds here as well as in equilibrium. The integral of the urrent in size-spae
an then be written as
J˜n = Dn
[
∂fc
∂n
+
1
kBT
(
∂∆G
∂n
+
3
2
kBT
n
)
fc
]
= Dn
[
∂fc
∂n
+
1
kBT
∂∆˜G(n)
∂n
fc
]
, (45)
where ∆˜G(n) is the height of a modied nuleation barrier whose value is
8∆˜G(n) = ∆G(n) +
3
2
kBT lnn, (46)
whih inludes in an averaged way the eets of the Brownian diusion of lusters. This orretion was disussed in
more detail in Ref.
17
, where rotational degrees of freedom were also taken into aount.
The evolution equation for the luster distribution funtion in spatially inhomogeneous systems an then nally be
expressed as
∂fc
∂t
= ∇ · (∇ (D0fc) + ξβ−1∇ lnT fc)+ ∂
∂n
[
Dn
(
∂fc
∂n
+
1
kBT
∂∆˜G
∂n
fc
)]
. (47)
It is onvenient to rewrite the spatial ux of lusters as
JD = −D0∇fc − kB
mβ
fc∇T − ξβ
−1
T
fc∇T = −D0∇fc −Dth∇T
T
fc, (48)
where it is evident that JD has two ontributions: ordinary diusion desribed by Fik's law and a drift term that
an be identied with thermal diusion. The quantity
Dth =
(
D0 +
ξ
β
)
= D0
(
1 +
ξm
kBT
)
(49)
is the thermal diusion oeient. Another interesting quantity is the thermal diusion ratio
kT =
Dth
D
, (50)
whih measures the importane of thermal diusion, also known as Soret eet. Finally, it is important to emphasize
that the relation found in Ref.
27
between the thermophoresis and the Soret eet,
ς = kB(kT − 1), (51)
is automatially reovered, a fat that follows in a straightforward manner from Eqs. (37), (49) and (50).
A. Temperature Evolution
The above formalism not only presribes the evolution of the probability density, but it an also desribe the
assoiated evolution of the temperature eld that originates from the balane of internal energy.
The loal internal energy has two ontributions: the internal energy of the lusters and that of the heat bath. If we
neglet thermal expansion, variations of the total internal energy an be related to temperature variations through
the thermodynami relation ρδe = cV ρδT , where cV is the spei heat of the system, bath plus lusters, at onstant
volume. Negleting visous heating eets, the total internal energy may vary due to the presene of the heat ux
and also due to the release of latent heat assoiated with the phase transition. The heat released in the formation of
a luster of the new stable phase of size n is ℓm(n)fc , where ℓ is the latent heat per unit mass. Consequently, the
equation governing the evolution of the temperature eld is
ρcV
dT
dt
= −∇ · Jq + ℓdρt
dt
(52)
where ρt(x, t) =
∫
m(n)fcdn represents the total density of the new phase (liquid in the ase of ondensation or
rystallized material in the ase of rystal nuleation).
We have seen that the oupling between thermal and diusion eets modies both the diusion urrent and the
heat ux. To show this feature it is more onvenient to work with the unmodied heat urrent beause it is usually
the quantity measured in experiments
9Jq = J
′
q +
∫
u(∆H(n) +
1
2
mu2)fdndu. (53)
Substituting in this expression the equation for the ux, Eq. (25), and using∫
u
1
2
mu2fdndu =
∫
kBTJDdn, (54)
whih is valid in the diusion regime, we obtain
Jq = −λ∇T +
∫
(∆H(n) + kBT + ξm)JDdn. (55)
Now, employing Eq. (48) for the diusion urrent JD, we nally arrive at
Jq = −λ˜∇T −
∫
DthkBT
∇fc
fc
dn+
∫
∆H(n)JDdn, (56)
where
λ˜ = λ+
∫
D2thkBT
Dfc
dn (57)
is the modied heat ondutivity.
The equation for the evolution of the temperature an nally be expressed as
cV ρ
dT
dt
= ∇ ·
(
λ˜∇T
)
−∇ ·
∫
∆H(n)JDdn+∇ ·
∫
DthkBT
∇fc
fc
dn+ ℓ
dρt
dt
. (58)
From it, we an identify the basi mehanisms responsible for temperature variations, namely heat ondution,
onvetion, thermal diusion, and the release of latent heat in the rystallization proess, orresponding to the
dierent terms on the right hand side of that equation, respetively. Notie that, by negleting the ontributions
arising from the diusion of lusters and the modiation of the heat ondutivity, one an reover the usual equation
for the evolution of temperature eld, namely
ρtcv
dT
dt
= λ∇2T + ℓdρt
dt
. (59)
One having developed the general formalism desribing nuleation in inhomogeneous media, our aim will be to
analyze the inuene that the presene of these inhomogeneities may play in the nuleation proess. This is the topi
of the next setion.
B. Inuene of Diusion and Thermal Diusion in Nuleation Experiments
1. Condensation Experiments in Thermal Diusion Cloud Chambers
Many systems in whih nuleation ours are spatially nonuniform. In fat, some experimental setups impose
and take advantage of these inhomogeneities in order to bring about and measure nuleation rates. For instane,
in nuleation experiments in diusion hambers a temperature (thermal diusion hambers) or a veloity gradient
(laminar ow diusion hambers) is imposed to generate a very narrow region in whih supersaturation exeeds the
ritial value so that nuleation ours.
Dierent mehanisms exist through whih the presene of inhomogeneities may inuene the nuleation proess. On
one hand, gradients hange the heat and mass transport in the system as well as the transport oeients. Moreover,
thermal and diusion eets may indue onvetion, whih strongly alters transport in the hamber. In that ase,
10
the onditions of supersaturation and temperature under whih nuleation ours may not be aurately desribed
in these experiments. This is an important problem that has been abundantly treated in the literature
28
-
33
, and will
not be disussed here.
On the other hand, there is a diret eet due to the loss of sub-ritial lusters through diusion and thermal
diusion. If the region in whih nuleation ours is very narrow, sub-ritial lusters may esape from that region
before having had time to grow beyond the ritial size. This mehanism may prevent nuleation or signiantly
redue its rate. We will fous our analysis preisely on this eet, partially extending previous works by Beker and
Reiss
34
, and Shi et al.
36
.
In real experiments in thermal diusion loud hambers, the imposition of a temperature gradient generates tem-
perature, pressure and supersaturation proles inside the hamber (for a representative illustration see Fig. 1 in
Ref.
35
). Measurements are performed under steady state onditions, thus implying that both these proles and the
nuleation rate are stationary. A salient feature of this proles is that, typially, the region in whih nuleation takes
plae is quite narrow. The ativated nature of nuleation implies that when supersaturation is below the ritial value,
nuleation is for all intents and purposes absent.
Under these onditions, Eq. (47) an be simplied by assuming that nuleation takes plae only in a small region
of thikness d0 (see Fig. 1).
The loss of sub-ritial lusters per unit of volume in that region by diusion and thermal diusion an be approx-
imated by
loss =
1
Ad0
∫
∇ · JDdx ≃ JD
d0
=
1
d0
(
−D0∇fc −Dth∇T
T
fc
)
. (60)
The saturation ratio deays rapidly on both sides, and due to the fat that the onentration of lusters depends
strongly on supersaturation, there are virtually no lusters outside that region. If the onentration of lusters is zero
on the boundaries of the hamber, then one an estimate the gradients for diusion as fc/d1 and fc/d2 (see Fig. 1
for denitions of d1 and d2) . Taking these onsiderations into aount the rate of loss of n-sized lusters by diusion
and by thermal diusion is
− 1
d0d
D0fc −Dth∇ lnT 1
d0
fc, (61)
where d−1 = d−11 + d
−1
2 .
It is important to remark that these approximations for the diusion and thermal diusion terms of Eq. (47) are
lower bounds that underestimate the atual value, sine a sub-ritial luster will deompose immediately outside the
region d0, and thus the real gradients are onsequently stronger. Introduing these simpliations and the stationary
ondition into Eq. (47), we obtain
0 = − ∂
∂n
J˜n −D0 1
d d0
fc −Dth 1
d0
d lnT
dz
fc, (62)
where J˜n is the ux of lusters in size spae.
Sine only order of magnitude estimates of diusion and thermal diusion eets are of interest, we adopt some
additional simpliations. For simpliity, we will not inlude the nonequilibrium orretion to the nuleation barrier
given by Eq. (46). This ertainly modies the atual value of the nuleation rate, but has a weak inuene on the
diusion due to its logarithmi dependene on size. We will then adopt the CNT model for the ux of lusters
2
,
namely
J˜n = −k+(n)feq ∂
∂n
(
fc
feq
)
, (63)
where feq(z, t) is the equilibrium distribution of lusters given by
feq(z, t) = N1(t) exp(n lnS − θn2/3), (64)
where N1 is the total number of monomers; k
+(n) is the rate at whih an n-luster gains monomers, θ = σs1kBT is the
non-dimensional surfae tension, being σ the bulk surfae tension and s1 the area per moleule of the bulk liquid; and
S is the supersaturation.
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It is also onvenient to onstrut a dimensionless version of equation (62) by resorting to time-sale onsiderations.
It is evident that the eet of diusion will be important when the time that the luster takes to diuse out of
the nuleation region is smaller than the time it takes to grow beyond the ritial size. The spatial and thermal
diusion oeients, and the rate of growth of a luster provide the proper time sales for eah of these proesses.
The harateristi nuleation relaxation time (see Ref.
36
) is
τn =
δ2
2k+(n∗)
, (65)
where δ = 3(n∗)2/3θ−1/2 denes the width of the interval around the ritial size n∗ =
(
2θ
3 lnS
)3
within whih the
height of the nuleation barrier has dropped by less than 1kBT . The diusion and thermal diusion time sales are
in turn τB =
dd0
D0(n∗)
, andτth =
d0
d lnT
dz
Dth
, respetively. Therefore, the dimensionless parameters whih ontrol the
inuene of diusion and thermal diusion are a = τnτB , and b =
τn
τth
. It is then lear, that a value of a or b larger
than unity implies that the time required for a luster to nuleate is larger than the time it takes to move out of the
nuleating region d0 by diusion or thermal diusion, respetively. In that ase a redution in the nuleation rate by
loss of sub-ritial lusters is expeted. In ontrast, values of a and b smaller than unity indiate that a luster in the
nuleation region has enough time to beome stable by growing beyond the ritial size before it diuses away. In
that situation, the nuleation rate is not signiantly altered by diusion or thermal diusion.
Introduing these parameters into Eq. (62), and dening the redued distribution funtion y ≡ fc/feq, and size
x ≡ n/n∗, we obtain the dimensionless expression
ε2
d2y
dx2
+
(
2
3x
ε2 + 6
(
1− x−1/3
)) dy
dx
− 2
(
ax−4/3 + bx−2/3
)
y = 0, (66)
where ε ≡ δ/n∗. This equation is useful for estimating the eets of the inhomogeneities in the nuleation rate for
dierent values of the parameters a and b.
2. Numerial Estimates for the Case of Condensation
To analyze the importane of diusion and thermal diusion in real nuleation experiments, equation (66) has been
solved numerially
37
for dierent values of the parameters a and b. We have employed the usual boundary onditions
y = 1 for n = 1, and y = 0 for n→∞.
For the ase of ondensation, the expression for the diusion and thermal diusion oeients an be borrowed
from kineti theory. In fat, the Brownian diusion oeient of an n−sized luster is approximately given by21
D0(n) =
12π(kBT )
3/2n−2/3
8Ptot
√
2πMcs1
, (67)
where Ptot is the total pressure and Mc is the moleular mass of the host gas. The thermal diusion oeient an
be approximated
21
by
Dth = kTD(n) = αTx1(1 − x1)D(n), (68)
where αT is the thermal diusion fator, and x1 = p/Ptot is the mole fration of the nuleating substane. One then
obtains
a =
27π (kBT )
3
4peqS Ptots31
√
Mc
m1
φ, (69)
and
b =
27π (kBT )
3
4peqS Ptots31
√
Mc
m1
αTx1(1− x1)ψ, (70)
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where φ = (dd0)
−1
and ψ = d lnTdz d
−1
0 . In the previous expressions, the parameters that an be hanged signiantly
are the total pressure, and espeially the equilibrium (oexistene) pressure whih dereases exponentially with the
inverse temperature. One an then infer that pressure is the main quantity that determines the importane of diusion
and thermal diusion. At low enough pressures, a and b an be of the order of unity , thus indiating the potential
relevane of diusion and thermal diusion under rareed onditions.
To be more preise, we disuss two partiular situations. The rst deals with the inuene of diusion and thermal
diusion in a real experiment
35
in a thermal diusion loud hamber, where n-pentanol is the nuleating substane.
The seond deals with the same problem using a model ompound that imitates the properties of a typial sulni
aid, a substane of great interest in atmospheri proesses. Thermophysial properties of both substanes are listed
in Table IV. Typial values of the geometri parameters in a diusion loud hamber are
38
: d0 = 0.1h, d1 = 0.7h, and
d2 = 0.2h, where h = 42.3 mm is the height of the hamber, whih results in φ = 3.6, and ψ ∼ 0.1 for a representative
value of 50K for the temperature dierene between the upper and lower plates.
Figures 2 and 3 present the ratio between the rate of nuleation in the presene of diusion and thermal diusion
eets and in their absene, as a funtion of the dimensionless parameters a and b. Plots have been obtained from
numerial resolution of Eq. (66) using Mathematia, and the properties of n-pentanol at T = 260K, S = 9, and
Ptot = 30 kPa
35
.
The estimated values of the dimensionless parameters a and b orresponding to those experimental onditions are
a = 5 10−8 and b = 8 10−12. As one an observe from Figs. 2 and 3, these small values of a and b imply that neither
diusion not thermal diusion have a signiant inuene on the results of these partiular experiments. This is
mainly due to the high values of both the equilibrium and the total pressures under whih these experiments are
performed.
The situation hanges drastially when either the equilibrium pressure of the substane or the total pressure is low.
To illustrate that fat, we have repeated the previous alulation using the model ompound whose properties are
listed in Tab. IV. Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the inuene of diusion and thermal diusion on the nuleation rate
for this model ompound at T = 293.15K, S = 12.534,36. When nuleation takes plae at a normal pressure, e.g.
Ptot = 1 atm, the resulting value for the parameter ontrolling diusion eets is a = 10
−4φ, indiating again that
diusion is not espeially signiant. However, this model ompound is peuliar in having a small saturation pressure.
This indiates that if the total pressure is low enough, diusion eets an be important. In fat, in experiments
performed in thermal diusion hambers, for reasons of stability the hamber must be operated at redued pressure
to avoid onvetion
31,32
. Using a realisti bound of Ptot < 100peq, one obtains that a > 3 for Ptot < 10
−2 Torr, thus
implying a redution of the nuleation rate by three orders of magnitude, as indiated in Fig. 2. This onrms that
at redued pressures diusion may have a signiant inuene on the nuleation rate of substanes.
The properties of some pollutants ommonly found at the atmosphere are similar to those of the model ompound
34
.
Therefore, the results of this setion provide some insight into the possible eet that diusion may have in in low
pressure upper atmospheri proesses.
3. Condensation Experiments in Laminar Flow Diusion Cloud Chambers
The previous analysis remains valid for experiments performed in laminar ow diusion loud hambers
39
-
41
. In
these experiments, the imposition of a steady laminar ow is responsible for the appearane of a region in whih the
temperature abruptly drops and nuleation ours. One again, the zone in whih nuleation takes plae is narrow,
and temperature gradients are also present. (Representative temperature, supersaturation, and nuleation rate proles
ourring in these devies are shown for instane in Fig. 6 of Ref.
40
). Therefore, we an use the results of the previous
setion to assess the signiane of diusion and thermal diusion in these experiments.
To be more preise, onsider a typial experiment using n-pentanol as a nuleating substane. From Ref.
41
, repre-
sentative onditions for these experiments are T = 260K, S = 10, and Ptot = 100 kPa. Introduing the properties
of n-pentanol tabulated in Tab. (IV) into Eqs. (69) and (70), yields the values a = 4 10−9φ, and b = 8 10−12ψ
for the dimensionless parameters. These very small values of a and b indiate that, under those onditions, these
experiments in laminar ow diusion loud hambers are not signiantly aeted by the loss of subritial lusters
through diusion or thermal diusion.
4. Inuene of diusion and thermal diusion in Polymer Crystallization
A simplied model of polymer rystallization an be proposed in terms of the oordinates of the enter of mass
of a spherial polymer rystallite and the number of monomers it ontains. Under those assumptions, the analysis
developed in the previous setion remains valid for the desription of the polymer rystallization proess.
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Although the theoretial desription of ondensation and rystallization an be similar, the rystallization proess
has some features that makes its desription more diult
5
. For the ase of rystallization, and espeially for polymer
rystallization, the identiation of the transport oeients is not so straightforward. Moreover, the attahment
rate k+(n) and espeially the surfae tension are not really known. For this reason it is very diult to arrive at
a detailed quantitative estimate of the diusion and thermal diusion eets in the ase of polymer rystallization.
Nevertheless, we present here a qualitative disussion of the probable inuene of suh eets.
In the ase of rystallization, the rate k+(n) at whih units attah to the growing rystal embryo, is roughly
proportional to the rate of diusion of the units. This proportionality implies that any hange in the rate of diusion
in the system alters the rystallization rate aordingly, sine the mehanism of diusion is also responsible for the
growth of the rystals. The importane of this beomes evident for the ase of rystallization under nonisothermal
onditions. When a temperature gradient is present in the system, the diusivity of monomers is hanged by the
appearane of thermal diusion, as indiated by Eq. (48). Moreover, the total diusivity is no longer isotropi but is
dierent in the diretion determined by the temperature gradient. Sine any redution or inrease of the diusivity
leads to the orresponding redution /inrease of the nuleation rate, this implies that the presene of temperature
gradients may signiantly alter the nuleation rate. We an estimate the potential magnitude of this eet.
Thermal diusion is proportional to the temperature gradient and to the thermal diusion oeient Dth, as
indiated by Eq. (48). Dth is in general smaller than the normal diusion oeient in gases, but may beome
extremely signiant in polymers. A measure of the importane of thermal diusion follows from the ratio of thermal
and diusion oeients, or Soret oeient
S =
Dth
D0Tx1(1− x1) . (71)
Typial values of S for gaseous and liquid mixtures range from 10−3 to 10−5 K−1 in order of magnitude, the smallness
of whih indiates that mass diusion is dominant. For polymer solutions, however, the situation is ompletely
dierent. The Soret oeient inreases with the moleular weight to the extent of beoming signiant at high
values of the moleular weight, as reported in Ref.
42
. Moreover, the small thermal ondutivity of the melted polymer
allows the release of latent heat involved in the rystallization proess to set up very big temperature gradients, a
result that follows from Eq. (59). Both fators imply that the magnitude of the thermal diusion in polymers under
non-isothermal onditions is signiant, and therefore an inuene the rystallization proess importantly.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper we have outlined some of the priniples of mesosopi nonequilibrium thermodynamis (MNET) and
have used this disipline to establish the basis for a omplete desription of the kinetis of nuleation in whih the
metastable phase ats as a heat bath in whih the embryos of the new phase are embedded. We have expliitly shown
that the presene of the heat bath may play a signiant role in the nuleation proess.
To illustrate this, we disussed, in partiular, the inuene of inhomogeneities in the medium on the proess of
nuleation by analyzing in detail the proess of nuleation in the presene of a temperature gradient. We derived
a kineti equation, of the Fokker-Plank type, that governed the evolution of the luster size distribution, as it was
oupled to the evolution of the heat bath. This equation was then used to evaluate the inuene of the media in two
partiular situations of pratial interest, namely, ondensation nuleation experiments in diusion hambers, and
polymer rystallization.
The results of our analysis suggest that, when experiments are performed at normal onditions, ondensation in
thermal and laminar ow diusion loud hambers is not signiantly aeted by diusion and thermal diusion
eets. However, in rareed media, as in upper atmosphere or for substanes with low equilibrium vapor pressures,
those mehanisms an beome quite signiant.
Another situation in whih the nuleation proess an be drastially inuened by the presene of a temperature
gradient ours in the ase of polymer rystallization. Polymers usually have low thermal ondutivities, whih favors
the development of very large temperature gradients, and high values of the Soret oeient. Sine both fators ontrol
the importane of thermal diusion, this is a lear sign that these eets may beome ruial in polymer rystallization.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that diusion and thermal diusion eets have proved to be important also in hemial
vapor deposition, as analyzed in Ref.
36
.
The framework proposed in this paper an be extended to more general situations, suh as the one in whih the
system is subjeted to a shear ow. This situation will be treated in the aompanying paper, Paper II of this series.
The method we have introdued thus goes beyond the lassial formalism and an aount systematially for the real
onditions under whih nuleation takes plae.
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Table I
n-pentanol
M = 88.15 g/mol
peq = 133.322 exp(90.079043 − 9788.384/T − 9.9 log T ) Pa
ρl = 0.270 + 1.930229Z
1/3 − 8.414762Z2/3 + 19.226001 Z − 18.559303 Z4/3
+6.555718 Z5/3 g/cm3
σ = 26.85469 − 0.07889 (T − 273.15) dyn/cm
Mc = 4.0026 g/mol
1/αT = (−0.7272 − T/(16.36 − 0.2882 T ))(x1 + 0.12281) + 0.089303
Model ompound
M = 94.13 g/mol
ρl = 0.868 g/cm
3 (v1 = 1.8 10
−3 cm3)
σ = 30.0 dyn/cm
peq = 10
−5 Torr
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